
 

Marmoset study provides clues to link
between mental health disorders and heart
disease
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Marmoset brain with Areas 25 and 32 highlighted. Credit: University of
Cambridge

A team of researchers at Cambridge has identified how areas of the
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brain govern both our emotions and our heart activity, helping explain
why people with depression or anxiety have an increased risk of
cardiovascular disease.

The study, carried out in marmosets, also highlights why it is important
to use non-human primates, rather than just rodents, to understand brain
disorders in humans.

Changes in heart rate and blood pressure such as the 'fight or flight'
response are a normal part of our emotional reactions. However, it is
well known that people with depression or anxiety have an increased risk
of heart disease along with distressing negative emotional states. The
reasons why have remained unclear.

Now, in a study published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (PNAS), Dr Hannah Clarke and colleagues from the University
of Cambridge and Cambridgeshire & Peterborough NHS Foundation
Trust have discovered a link between two key areas of the brain and 
emotional responses. They also show that our brains control our
cardiovascular response – changes in our heart patterns and blood
pressure – to emotional situations.

To carry out the study, the researchers used marmosets with small metal
tubes implanted into specific brain regions in order to administer drugs
that reduce activity temporarily in that brain region. This enabled the
researchers to show which regions caused particular responses. The
marmosets rapidly adapt to these implants and remain housed with their
partners throughout the study.

In the first task, the marmosets were presented with three auditory cues:
one that was followed by a mildly aversive stimulus (a loud noise), one
that was followed by a non-aversive stimulus (darkness), and one where
the subsequent stimulus had a 50/50 chance of being either a loud noise
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or darkness. The task lasted just 30 minutes and they were exposed to
this task a maximum of five days a week over a few months.

As the marmoset began to understand the cues, the researchers observed
that the monkey's heart rate and blood pressure increased in anticipation
of the loud noise, and the monkey began to look around more (known as
'vigilant scanning'). However, the team found that turning off one region
(known as Area 25 – the subgenual cingulate cortex) of the prefrontal
cortex in the marmosets made them less fearful: their heart rate and
blood pressure did not change and they became less vigilant.

In a second task, adapted from a common rodent test of emotion, the
team studied the ability of marmosets to regulate their emotional
responses. In a single session of thirty minutes, an auditory cue was
presented on seven occasions, and each time it was accompanied by a
door opening and the marmoset being presented with a rubber snake for
five seconds. As marmosets are afraid of snakes they developed similar
cardiovascular and behavioural responses to the auditory cue associated
with the snake as they did to the cue associated with loud noise. The next
day, to break the link between the cue and snake, the researchers stopped
showing the marmoset the snake when the cue was sounded.

In this task, inactivating Area 25 meant that the marmoset was quicker to
adapt: once the link between the auditory cue and the snake was broken,
the marmosets quickly became less fearful in response to the cue, with
their cardiovascular and behavioural measurements returning to baseline
faster than normal.

In both tasks, inactivating another region (Area 32 – the perigenual
cingulate cortex) made normal fearful responses spread to non-
threatening situations: the marmosets became less able to discriminate
between fearful and non-fearful cues, showing heightened blood
pressure and vigilant scanning to both. This is a characteristic of anxiety
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disorders.

"We now see clearly that these brain regions control aspects of heart
function as well as emotions," says Dr Clarke. "This helps our
understanding of emotional disorders, which involve a complicated
interplay between brain and body."

Previous studies of anxiety and depression in humans have shown altered
activity in comparable brain regions to the marmosets. However, as it is
not possible to manipulate the brain regions in humans, it was not
previously possible to say whether these brain regions were responsible
for the alterations in behaviour and cardiovascular activity, or
alternatively whether the changes in brain activity were caused by such
alterations.

However, although these marmoset findings provide insight into the
mechanisms underlying results from human brain imaging studies, they
are opposite to those seen in rats. This is despite the use of similar
experimental tasks and the manipulation of regions of the brain that are
thought to be equivalent across the species; in rats, inactivation of the
brain regions considered analogous to areas 25 and 32 increase and
decrease fear respectively.

The researchers believe these differences are likely to be a result of the
more complex prefrontal cortex found in primates such as monkeys and
humans.

Animals are only used in research where no other alternatives are
available, and researchers always use the most appropriate species. In the
vast majority of cases, this involves using mice, rats and zebrafish.
Sometimes, however, it is necessary to use species that are closer to
humans. While rodents can provide a good model for exploring and
understanding many aspects of behaviour, the researchers argue that this
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study highlights how monkeys can help provide a more detailed and
specific understanding of how our brains work.

"Our work highlights the importance of research using marmosets in
understanding human conditions that affect many millions of people
worldwide," says Dr Clarke. "Studies using animals such as rats are
important for providing insights into behaviour and disease, but for some
areas of research, monkeys have greater relevance because their brains
are much closer in structure to ours."

  More information: Chloe U. Wallis et al. Opposing roles of primate
areas 25 and 32 and their putative rodent homologs in the regulation of
negative emotion, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
(2017). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1620115114
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